To The Presiding Officer of the Central Executive Committee of COSATU’S proposed meeting on 14 August 2013.

Dear Sir,

We act on behalf of Mr. Zwelinzima Vavi, the General Secretary of COSATU, on the instructions of Mr. L. Meyer of Roelofse Meyer Attorneys, Port Elizabeth.

We have specifically been instructed by Mr. Meyer to write this letter on behalf of Mr. Vavi.

Please note that this is an open letter.

1. We annex hereto a document called “Source Reports” dated from January 4, 2013 to May 1, 2013.

2. Some remarks about the documents:

   2.1. What credibility can these documents have?

      2.1.1. It has clearly been written by a double (triple?) agent;
2.1.2. The writer wants the reader to believe that "there are judges on the Concourt who are on our payroll and will vote for anything we advise"!!!

(Document "C" pages 2 and 3)

2.2. In mentioning client's name in the list on page 3 of document "A", no detail is given and it is clearly an unsubstantiated speculative statement.

2.3. The reference to Mr. Jim in document "B" is similar to what is set out in 2.2 above. Note:
"..., I haven't talked to him ...

2.4. The reference to client under the date 26 February 2013, document "C", is made similarly with no detail, clearly hearsay (as are all the allegations regarding client), and unsubstantiated speculation with the clear intent to harm him. (Client is at least in good company on this page with the Concourt Judges e.g. Froneman J. et al!)

2.5. The reference on page 2 of document "D" about the "Deep" example is nothing but a scandalous, unsubstantiated and speculative statement based on no facts at all! Also clearly intended to do client serious harm. (After client's apology, one wonders who is making the union divided by calling this meeting?)

2.6. Annexure "F" purports to be a transcript of a meeting with gentlemen that our client does not even know. Also this is clearly intended to do client serious harm.

3. We annex hereto an excerpt from the COSATU President Sidumo Dlamini's opening speech delivered at the COSATU CEC held on 27 to 29 May 2013.
4. We also refer to an article in the Mail and Guardian annexed hereto. The interview by the General Secretary of SATAWU, Zenzo Mahlangu makes it more clear that he too has read this so called intelligence report.

5. It is clear from this excerpt that the allegations contained in the documents referred to above coincide with the allegations made in the opening speech of the President referred to above.

6. We also attach a transcript of what Mr Fikile Majola said at the same meeting which is striking similar to what the President of COSATU said in his opening remarks. Having read this so called intelligence report it is now clear that he also had been made to read or given a copy of this report.

7. It is our instructions that there is now clear proof that the President of COSATU has been distributing the documents referred to in paragraph 2 above to delegates who will attend the meeting of 14 August 2013, and others, some of whom were instructed by him to read it in his presence, clearly in order to influence them against client.

8. The inflammatory documents and statements referred to above are clearly intended to divide the Federation and to attack the credibility of our client.

9. Any meeting which should take place on 14 August 2013 will therefore be tainted by severe bias and prejudice towards our client and any decisions that may be taken at that meeting that are adverse to our client will be set aside.

10. Our client challenges the people making these allegations to present documentary proof to confirm their allegations.

11. The meeting should with respect therefore not proceed on 14 August 2013 and should be postponed, if not called off, in order to enable our client to properly
consider and address the defamatory and **scandalous** allegations made against him in these documents referred to, and distributed by the President of COSATU.

12. The President and/or any person/s responsible for the circulation/leaking of these documents referred to in paragraph 2 above should be severely censured by the Federation.

13. This is therefore a formal request to either cancel the said meeting or postpone it to a suitable date in the future.

14. Please note that all our client’s rights are reserved.

Yours sincerely

PP

P J de Bruyn SC

BJ Pienaar SC
Chambers Port Elizabeth
Source Reports:

Jan 24, 2013 09:23

A former Rwanda General Nyamwasa (I'm sure u know him) based in SA is setting up a military team. 80 Rwandans have already undergone intelligence training at ILEA in Botswana and have been infiltrated into Rwanda. 100 more are undergoing military and insurgency training and will be dispatched in the next month. I have names of people involved in this recruitment and training, here in SA, Botswana, Mozambique and Zimbabwe.

Jan 24, 2013 12:37

ILEA might be funded by Africans and the US but this project is covert and funded by the NED and WMD and also a group of wealthy business associates in Belgium.

The same group of ex Special Forces, intelligence personal and secret service guys are the ones training these guys. It's not sanctioned and no one is aware of this. This is a military wing of the Rwandan National Congress which has its bases in here and also in the countries I mentioned before.

I have a detailed organogram and plan from their political wing right up to the military wing, who is funding who, where they are based, how they are infiltrating Rwanda, and recruiting their men right in the Rwanda Defence Force from top down.

ILEA is a SADC training college funded by the Americans and Africans. The NED and WMD are using this as a front.

(NED) is National Endowment for Democracy and (WMD) is World Movements for Democracy. Because NED is an all-out and out pro America's country's NGO's and Political Parties don't accept them so they have an off shoot which is pro socialist or communist on the surface but still capitalist underneath hence the name WMD which in turn also have huge influence in youth organisations like International Socialist Organization, and World Youth for Democracy.

Lieutenant General Faustin Kayumba Nyamwasa was a Rwandan Army former Chief of Staff who fled to South Africa in February 2010 after:
[2] Nyamwasa had formerly been head of Rwandan Intelligence.
[3] He had also served as Rwanda's ambassador to India. Married to Rosette Kayumba, he has three sons and a daughter (Philbert Runanira, Moris Muvunyi, Marc Manzi and Phiol Tatiki). He had fled the country after being accused of attempting to build a power base in the army. The Rwandan government later stated that he may have been working with Colonel Patrick Karegeya, another former Intelligence head who was living in exile in South Africa.
Nyamwasa was accused of involvement in acts of terrorism in Rwanda, including three grenade attacks in Kigali on 19 February 2010, but was not arrested in South Africa due to a lack of extradition treaties between the two countries.

In June 2010, Brigadier General Jean Bosco Kazura, head of the Rwandan Football Federation, traveled to South Africa to see the World Cup and allegedly contacted Nyamwasa. Kazura was recalled and placed under arrest, although an army spokesman said this was purely because he had failed to obtain permission to travel.

Nyamwasa was shot in the stomach in South Africa in June 2010.
1] Several people arrested after the shooting were found to be Rwandan.
2] Nyamwasa’s wife stated that the attack was politically motivated. It was reported that "Rosette said they were in the parking lot of their home and a man came to the side of the car with a pistol and shot at her husband who managed to get out of the car and then there was a scuffle. The driver of the car then chased the assailant away."

Jean-Léonard Rugambage, a Rwandan journalist who investigated the attempt on Nyamwasa’s life, was murdered a few days later in Kigali.

Jan 24, 2013 13:12

Emile Rutagengwa:
Ex Intelligence officer based here in SA, responsible for intelligence, background checks on recruits and new members.

Kennedy Gihana:
Head of Policy and strategy. Based in SA, coordinates and formulates party policies, he is also the link between the party and military wing. Runs a law practice as a cover of which it serves as a recruitment office for their military wing.

Xavier Ngabo:
Was based in SA but of lately has been based in Mozambique, co-ordinates logistics

Francois Bangamwabo:
Heads the Namibia office, handles and distributes finances

Frank Ntwali:
Handles legal work and protocol, been based in Zambia for the last week.

Protais Mpiranya:
Is a former Chief in the Presidential Guard based in Zimbabwe, he is a member of RNC and responsible for recruitment in Zimbabwe and Zambia

Dan Manyuza:
Is based in Rwanda and facilitates the entry and exit of operatives from down here
Wilson Gumisiriza
Based in Rwanda

Jan 28, 2013 09:14

Below are some of the names of NGO's that will be getting funding from NED Section 27:
1. Citizens' Movement
2. Mothopeng-hola bon Renaissance
3. AfriForum
4. Midrand Group
5. Bontshitswe

Some of the people who will make up the advisory committee of the new political Party to be headed by Maphele Ramaphela
1. Jackey Bramfield
2. Faranaaz Veriava
3. AfriForum's Willie Spies
4. Vusi Pikoll
5. Moeletsi Mbeki
6. Zwelinzima Vavi
7. Justice Madlala
8. Trevor Ncube
9. Jonathan Jensen
10. Tokyo Sewxale

*please note this list is inconclusive but all the members have at some point met the NED reps here in SA.

Jan 30, 2013 14:18

An on-going meeting right now between Geoff Hill (NED Head Africa) and Joseph Mthunjwa, will try and get minutes. (Minutes available 2013-02-15)

Feb 14, 2013

Sorry for getting back to u late, the group that was caught in South Africa recently split up with the initial main group in Zimbabwe due to the intentions of people who had brought them in.

A group of 200 are under-going crack commando training in Insurgency, Intelligence, Guerrilla warfare and medics in Zimbabwe. The group in Zimbabwe is handled by ex-military operatives who had operated in the Congo before and also senior army operatives who are active. They are on a farm in Bindura about 100 km from Harare. Is the government of Zimbabwe aware of them? Yes they are aware but not all of them! After a disagreement with the group arrested in South Africa they split. Whilst the one group proceeded to SA the rest remained in Zimbabwe recruiting most of their members from refugee camps, in Botswana and the Congolese community in Zimbabwe. A South
African arms dealer (FH), and Zimbabwean by name SD are the ones procuring arms on behalf of the group. *(working on full identification)*

Currently I'm working on a group of Rwandans whom we have been training for the past 5 months, 85 are already in SA, awaiting deployment into Rwanda. The rest are in various parts of southern Africa as sleeper cells. *(able to identify majority of them)*

The NED is a powerful multibillion dollar NGO, based in the states and controlled by the US state department. Its mandate overtly is to fund NGO to promote human rights, good governance and democracy projects. And covertly it tracks down terrorist cells and fund NGO to take governments head on and also political parties. A notable example is the R500 million that has been approved for Ramaphele's party, putting together members of trade union to turn against government (I have names of those people and minutes of meetings), media operations to discredit government, advising and Influencing the Youth league (names of people who are handling the ANCYL who are not South African and also their M.O.)

Currently 3 classes of intelligence operatives are being trained with a view of infiltrating them into Kigali but the launching board is SA where we already have cells within that are sleeping.

Word of Caution: "NED which is involved in all of this and is not a small company or organization. If it can fund political parties, individuals, NGO's, and now planning 2 coups in neighbouring countries that shows what you are up against. They are patient; they have resources and capacity so we need to thread carefully".
20 Feb 2013

On Mampehe I have from a memorandum of understanding dating back from 2009 to the initial funding and companies and NGOs that are being set up to channel the funds to Agang. In order for you to get the full version please organise the equipment I requested since this is a huge file. Tapera Kapuya is the one who is handling the ANCYL project. Will provide names, M.O. briefs, dates etc.

What is your take on Jacob Zuma's part on all of this? Do u think he is aware what the NED is doing?

Do u have any intel on the mine strike that led to the Marikane Massacre?

Jacob Zuma or his administration is not aware of all this. Chief to tell you the truth we might be opening a can of worms here. Yes, NED had everything to do with the tragedy; they knew what was going to happen as they sow decent and insurgency. That project was worked on for almost a year before the shootings. There was no way u guys were going to stop it, and it's not the end!!!

The NED has incited insurgency way back when there was Xenophobic violence, that's when they set loose a bunch of local councillors to print pamphlets and start the flame. Remember we have operatives, analyst and researchers who keep tabs on almost everything that will threaten National Security and eventually make people lose complete trust in the government. Who do you think started the service delivery protests? The NED !!!

21 Feb 2013:

Are u aware of any Moles within the Security Sector, 'police, NLA, SASS?

The prosecution of JZ, was there corroborating between NPA(scorpions) and NED?

What's the ultimate plan of the NED, according to documentary proof, for our country?

We do have guys in the Intelligence cluster but they are coded. 1 in CI, three in NIA and close to a dozen in SASS.

The NED worked hand in glove together with the prosecution team on JZ's case. There was direct communication between our guys with Ngcula, Pikoli and Mphe. Also Gerry Nel, Mcathy and Ivor Powell kept the NED informed every step of the way. This was way before JZ was even charged.

I will obtain a detailed account of NED's plans now and for the future. I will also point out the countries it has completely taken over and run.

That relationship which you refer to prior to the case and during the case, is there anything you could provide in the form of docs, etc?

Yes chief I have access to such Documents. Like I mentioned previously I need the correct equipment and I need to know where I stand with you in all of this since I am placing my head on the block here without any answers from your authorities.
Feb 14, 2013 15:53

Identification of the SA arms dealer FH and Zimbabwean TD.

SA arms dealer is Fana Hlongwane and Zimbabwean dealer is Colonel Tshinga Dube. (fotos to follow). Conclusive evidence can be obtained regarding all the information that I passed over but it might take a while, the baseline is what we have is Intelligence which is solid but not enough to have a water tight case. I can get solid evidence linking a Zim Retired Col Tshinga Dube and Fana Hlongwane but that's not until you inform me about my relationship with you hence I can't put my head on the block.

COLONEL TSHINGA DUBE: Tshinga Dube is currently in Zimbabwe.

FANA HLONGWANE: flew in 3 nights ago from Mozambique

Feb 15, 2013

The 85 Rwandans who are in SA, can they be positively identified? i.e. fotos, names, addresses, profiles etc.

There are at least 23 trained intelligence operatives who reside in Brakpan. Another 20 of them are living in Sunnyside area in Pretoria, 13 are in Port Elizabeth while and the remaining are in Durban, Newcastle and Cape Town.

These are team leaders:
1. Brakpan the team leader is Xavier Ngabo an ex Military Intelligence in Rwanda, has been in SA for more than 5 years.

2. In Pretoria its headed by Timothy Ndriyakumana.
3. Port Elizabeth is headed by Annastancia Zimbukumaya
4. In Durban cell leader there is Claude Kuruzinza.

I'm of the understanding that each cell does not know the whereabouts of the other members of the other cells in case of leakages. Remember this is the Military and intelligence wing of the Rwanda National Congress so there are cut out measures put in place to avoid any leakages. Also I came across a note that states there is good relationship between the CI and Rwanda National Congress, but my question is where u aware that they now have a military wing?

Feb 18, 2013

They (NED) have solid contact within Rwanda that includes a couple of Generals and 4 colonels.

Plans:
1. Infiltration of Intelligence personal we have trained.
2. Sow descent among urban youth
3. Recruit moles within government ministries, Sport and start insurgency in communities
4. Start protests

They have acquired more than 80 soldiers who deserted from their regiment on the DRC Rwandan border and made their way into Botswana and we have been moving them in tens into SA and asked them to lie low until advised otherwise. This team will undergo refresher program at a farm owned by Minetech International in Pretoria.

Organogram:

Protas Mphranya:

The overall commander and former Chief in the Presidential Guard based in Zimbabwe, he is a member of RNC and responsible for recruitment in Zimbabwe and Zambia.

Emile Rutagengwa:

Ex Intelligence officer based in SA, responsible for intelligence, background checks on recruits and new members.
Kennedy Github:
Head of Policy and strategy. Based in SA, coordinate and formulate party policies, he is also the link between the party and military wing. Runs a law practice a cover of which it serves as a recruitment office for their military wing.

Xavier Ngabo:
Based in SA but of lately has been moved in Mocambique co-ordinates logistics

Francois Bangamwabo:
Heads the Namibia office, handles and distribute finances

Frank Ntwain:
Handles legal work and protocol, been based in Zambia since end of Jan 2013.

Dan Manyuza:
Based in Rwanda and facilitates the entry and exit of operatives.

Wilson Gumisiriza:
Based in Rwanda

FEB 19, 2013
Transcripts of Joseph Mthunjwa (President of AMCU) and Head of NED Geoff Hill.

Joseph: it’s been a while my chief.

Geoff Hill: Yes I was in Turkey with work, what do you have for us? Did you talk to your friends in Limpopo?

Joseph: Yes I did comrade Cassel (Mathale) refused outright to come from the onset but we had an understanding that I and my organization will receive backing from him and his people however he said I should leave the door open for him in case he changes his mind. I also made a trip to Malema’s residence where we had a very good conversation he however said his blood is green, yellow and black.

Geoff Hill: What Is that?

Joseph: He is ANC out and out but again I told him that we have people who can help with his legal bills and settle whatever debts he might have if he gets in but he said he would need to consult with his people. I put it to him that his political care is over in the ANC and he should start thinking of join this train.

Geoff Hill: What was his body language?

Joseph: He will bite the carrot he asked for my private number which I gave him and he said he will
call me. I also gave him a cheque of fifty thousand (R50 000-00) which he said it will go a long way.

Geoff Hill: Do you think Phosa, he will contact Phosa about this?

Joseph: I am of the understanding that he has already as Phosa phoned me requesting a meeting together with him in a week’s time at his law firm.

Geoff Hill: Your NUM guy?

Joseph: Jim (Irwin) is in, it’s just a matter of time, I haven’t talked to him due to this commission of enquiry but he is working shop stewards twenty four seven.

Geoff Hill: That is good news; my secretary will contact you with details of the next meeting.

Joseph: Thank you.

Tue 19/02/2013 13:39

Our computers are sealed and I can’t download anything due to potless (being out of cash). I’m afraid I will need a camera that is good in taking photos from documents and long range photos. I also need to know where I stand with you in terms of my safety and well-being, as I cannot leave my job here within the NED. You will have to make plans to see me where ever I am in order not to raise any alarms with me visiting SA without them asking me to.
25 Feb 2013

The short and long term plans of the NED:

The NED modus operandi varies with the country’s political landscapes, economy, social indifference and state of trust with its citizen. NED monitors, researches and carefully analyses the ins and outs of political parties, activists, Human rights defenders, media role players, role models etc. of a country before it ventures in to any projects. its main target, for 20 years, is to remove all Liberation movements in Africa and set up Constitution and Presidential terms aligned with the USA.

“United States of America in Africa”

Example 1: Zimbabwe

NED knew that Zanu PF will remain in power unless a major force comes in. First they identified a figure they would support, this person should have grass roots support, in touch with people on the ground and have an independent mind, alienates every relationship he or she has with the ruling party then above can’t really make up his mind on anything. (Here I’m am talking about activist from Human rights, civil society and unionists leaders).

NED invests thousands of hours carefully analysing these individuals from a psychological point of view right down to their Intellectual capability. Then the moment they identify their person they engage him mainly through funding and with funding comes advising. Advising brings total control of the main man/woman with that every decision that is made should be in the interest of NED.

The NED falls under the United States of America State Department Foreign Resources Division and don’t forget that CIA is also a State department. NED shares its headquarters with the CIA, you connects the dots, chief! Back to subject matter, Morgan Tsvangirai is controlled by the NED and thereby the whole of MDC. Did the NED know he was going to be the Prime Minister one day? Yes! they knew, records indicate how after carefully analysing his role in the union and middle class who are employed and unemployment did they advised and funded the formation of the MDC party. In a year or two they will eventually "institutionalised the economy of Zimbabwe" that’s their main objective. There are diamonds now, there is also platinum and gold there. They will create a fiefdom, turn the economy into a power house controlled by the USA, above all they will remove the liberation movement.

Example 2: Botswana

Your question might be, but the Botswana Democratic Party (BDP) is a liberation movement so are they going to remove them? The answer is NO. Why? Botswana’s opposition parties are not strong enough, its unions only started to raise their bar in the past two years. In the eyes of many African States including South Africa Botswana’s economy is equivalent to that of a local municipality. BDP won’t be touched mainly because of Ian Khama. Ian Khama is a Sandhurst trained commando, and that is in the UK. He was the first trained soldier in Botswana and he was trained in the UK while at it he was the only trainee at the academy who was given a private Jet to fly in and out of Langely (CIA HQ) to receive Intelligence
training. He came back and 10 to 15 years down the line he is the President of BDP this is not by virtue that his father was the first President of Botswana. It was because of NED.

Botswana Economy is controlled by Americans. Most of his young Ministers were trained by NED on governance, democracy and advocacy, NED that shared its offices with CIA. These Minister are Masisi, Mokaila, Tsekedi Khama, Dikgakgamats Seretse among others. His Security sector is run by US special force and CIA trained operatives, whom of all have been in Botswana Defence Force.

The chief of Intelligence Isaac Kgosi is Khama's right hand man; the Prison is headed by Silas Matlalaekgosi another right hand. Police Detective branch is run by an FBI trained operative, FBI runs its programs at the INTERNATIONAL LAW ENFORCEMENT ACADEMY in Botswana.

A military barracks in Morepololoe about 40 miles from Botswana is an American Base, we have foreign personal undergoing training there, and does anyone know about that??? NO.

Are you aware that on more than 4 occasions we had to go and retrieve drovers that would have fallen or experience technical faults within SA , one in Zeerust, one in Bloemfontein near military barracks, one not far from an air base in PTA and the other not far from Koebberg nuclear power station.

Example 3: Kenya

Besides Oding's father being a former deputy head of state and him being a Luwo and also him being Obama's tribe, NED knew and carefully planned his elevation until now since 1997. Uhuru Kenyatta while popular is being purged by the ICC so that he won't win due to his Africamist stand. We (NED) will do everything to stop him using both overt and covert tactics. Two months ago a team of strategist moved in and now you find mud thrown at each other in the media, a chief judge talking of being threatened, and the police chief who can't work freely. Time will tell if these objectives are achieved but like I previously said before, the org is very patient.

SOUTH AFRICA

Is the easiest!!!!, you have a strong and vibrant civil society and democracy, a media that can't be gagged. NED starts by funding these NGO organizations, like the organization that took the government to court in Limpopo over the text book saga. That makes them look bad in the eyes of the poor kids and parents, a decision taken by the head of state to appoint a senior Legal chief being question in court and the Presidency being forced to back down.

There are judges on the CONCOURT who are on our payroll and will vote for anything we advise. The unions have now been heavily infiltrated and NED aids in founding and funding AMCU with the view of creating a balance on the ANC/COSATU/SACP alliance.

It won't be long before we bring in a Political Party (sic) AGANG/AMCU? The ruling party will find their match in no time. Having operatives in communities who timely advise and identifies hot sports and we fuel/incite violence /insurgency thereby forcing the police to react. If and when someone is shot or killed our media partners moves in and report on what really went wrong, since 1994. We are now secret partners in M&G and City press. Our UK guys owns shares in THE STAR, we have out and out operatives in the media house some are
both handled by us and MI6, some have been stationed with MI6, in their embassy around the world yet they are serving right under your noses.

26 Feb 2013

Communication between Vavi and Karl Beck:

Vavi was approached two years ago and refused outright to engage with NED, however just before Mangaung he had a meeting with Carl/Karl Beck the head of operations Africa and stated that this would be his last term as SG of COSATU and that he wants to get into the mainstream politics soon after. A proposal by Beek for him to join forces with Ramaphole hit a snag again as he wants to form his own political party just after the next presidential elections in 2014.

Project Just:

Run by the NED in South Africa where they have control and influence of the Con-court judges and courts.

Johan Froneman, Dikgang Moseneke, Johan van der Westhuizen, who are these people? Got them on the system, they have accounts and we have deposited funds in Cayman Islands for services rendered under “Project Just”
07-03-2013

I am glad that you are concerned about my safety. The situation in Kenya is getting worse and tenser as time goes on without these electoral goons declaring a winner. From 2009 to 2011 you had or still have an operative within Crime Intelligence who has been working for us and reporting to one of our guys at the Times Newspaper. I came across his file that has photos of him with his family as well as files and intelligence he had been passing to us.

09-03-2013

The number that I gave you, 0725118056, registered to Norman Pundaye, currently inactive, was once used by Tapera Kapuya, the head of Youth Operations whilst he was handling Andile Lungisa, Abner Mosaesa, Julius Malema and Sindiso Mabasa. He is back in Australia now.

The guy in C.I. unit:
Records indicate that he had been on our payroll for 4 years from 2008 to 2011; the rest of his file is in coded form. His names are Pat Magabe and he reported to this number 0833163028, please check it out, and the initials of the owner are CP.

NB: Number belongs to a C Williams, on further enquiries it was established that Initials CP is that of Chandre Prince, her maiden surname was Williams. Chandre Prince is a reporter at Sunday Times.

11-03-2013 08:40

Pat Magabe has been reporting mainly on the surveillance and telephone tapping before Polokwane on Fikile Mbalula, Edward Zuma, Bathelelele Zuma, Mathews Phosa, Nathi Mthethwa, Julius Malema, Mo Shaik, Sheril and Syabonga Cele, the rest of the names are encrypted. Records also indicate that he was being handled together with four more operatives by a Frank Chikane. The above was before Polokwane ANC conference.

After that he was handing in reports on the state of C.I. and Snr. C.I. members who were under surveillance, movements of Ministers under SAPS VIP Protection Unit, wiretapping of ministers, their wives, the rest is coded, and protest flash points.

NB. H. Pat Magabe, persal no. 6394710-1 is a Warrant Officer and is currently stationed at Crime Intelligence, Polokwane. Date of appointment is 2000-07-01.

11-03-2013 15:35

1. The Frank Chikane you mentioned, is it the Reverend Chikane? Whose handling him from NED?
2. The other operatives’ identities?
3. Who was monitoring the phones of the people mentioned?
4. What is the current situation w.r.t destabilizing of government structures etc.
5. Does the name Syabonga Mahlangu ring a bell?
6. Fana Hlangwane: any idea who is his supplier and his contacts?

1) Yes it’s Rev Chikane and he is handled by Karl Beck. We funded his book. He is consulting for Agang and aiding in developing policy.

2) The operatives are PM(MI), JD(SASS), Buthi D.(NIA). With the way we work I strongly believe these initials are for cell leaders meaning that they are handling at least 4 to 6 operatives each.
3) Our company, “Advanced Intelligence Network (AIN)” a private intelligence company does all the technical monitoring with sophisticated equipment.

4) The destabilizing of the country is at an advanced stage from the surface we have close to 200 people around SA who monitor protest and behavioural patterns that will help in the near future to incite violence. Identify places that are ripe for a riot and kick start it, identify community leaders that are capable of rubble rousing, set up policies of mob violence in high density suburbs. Note this is on the surface.

Deep we have an example of Vavi, who after 6 months will make the union deeply divided, radar less and causing members to defect to other unions. Flight for control will ensure, mines will become ungovernable, liberal progressives will call for nationalisation, experts will call for community shares and mines owners will shut down. Investors will stop coming to SA and pull out investments, those who lose jobs will be deregulated and desperate. NGO’s will move in with food parcels buying trust and circulate misinformation inciting rage, that coupled with other factors we will have chaos and uprisings.

Dismiss all of that and throw the book away, and ask yourself what else am I not telling? Think what else can an organization that has a budget that surpasses that of the country’s can do! They are patient, only time will tell.

5) Siyabonga Mahlangu the advisor of Gigaba? (U might be opening a can of worms, when u start on advisors)

6) Fana is supplied firearms and ammunition by ZDI and ADF.

His gets arms mainly AK 47’s from Zimbabwe Defence Industries (ZDI). Reports indicate that he established these links way back in the 90s whilst with his former boss Joe Modise who was extremely close to a Retired Gen from Zanu PF viz. heavy weight Rex Nhongo.

Fana Hlongwane is close to the head of Military Intelligence of Angolan Defence Force (ADF).

There are telephone records that indicate traffic between the two of them.

Paul Calder le Roux is Hlongwane’s associate in Somalia and Congo Brazzaville. In Somalia he runs a militia just outside Mogadishu while in Brazzaville he runs a mine. The last photo of him was in Manilla together with this Fana Hlongwane. There are strong reasons to believe that he is setting up a group, mainly ex MK guys to work in Congo. Fana could be helping him recruit these ex MK guys as well as organising him arms.

Fana has extensive links within the MK soldiers and we are aware of between 80 to 100 members he has in South Sudan doing demining. He has Security personnel in Afghanistan and 100 close protection officers based in Basra Iraq.

Fana was offered this Middle East contracts by one of our guys at Safe Net Security in exchange for him doing some work for us. He is working for us as a consultant together with Siphiwe Nyanda.

Fana and Siyabonga Mahlangu are also working together because, when Fana was red flagged in a number of countries he recruited Siyabonga to be the front in the arms trade. A deal between Botswana Defence Force and Central Africa Republic was struck by Siyabonga. Also during the Libyan uprising it was him who exported Arms to Libya. We have him on record on all these transactions and have been monitoring his accounts in Virgin Islands and North Carolina. Siyabonga visited China quiet often and had meetings with people in the arms trade. He was in Ghana in China on various occasions. Meetings held with Ahine Marshoe and Rothea Fang of Minerals and Weapons.
12-03-2013

Well for the past 8 years we have been monitoring the ANCYL and ANC and we have experts in predicting what is to come because we have various sources that supply information coming down to solid intelligence.

For example, Malusi Gigaba, we knew from the time he was ANCYL president that he was bookish, smart, shrewd and very much politically literate. Now, we also knew he was going to get in the ANC NEC at a young age, then Deputy Minister, then Minister, then Deputy Secretary General in that order all because we have a unit that analyses and scrutinize each individual so we know everything. Malusi used to phone and ask his wife for advise, a record 300 times, since he was a junior minister, we know what he was asking, we knew his weakness and strength based on that we pulled in a smart lawyer, (Mahlangu), who has been working for us for ages mainly on the ANC, to get close to Malusi Gigaba. He did, they became close friends, and Gigaba appointed Mahlangu as Special Advisor and since he was appointed Mahlangu never made a decision which is not in our interest, from board’s appointments right down to the awarding of a tender to a black BEE auditing company.

Besides talking to the Gupta’s he also takes instructions from them to Gigaba without him (Gigaba) knowing especially appointments of Boards and tenders, newspaper purchases by State Parastatals. The funding they have, the money they throw around doesn’t come from their purse. They have huge companies doing well, soon they will take over Cricket, and then they will want shares in rugby, what else is next? They are under an Economic wing and specializing in parastatals and sport.

SA has a big economy and our operations have to start from all angles. They will offer to fund the ruling party for the next election, the question here is when they fund the government, arrange breakfast meetings with government ministries, talk to ministers’ advisors behind closed doors and hold clandestine meetings with ministers what are they planning next? Technically the government that insults the West, Imperialist and Capitalist takes their money, only they don’t know.

While I can’t recommend anything the baseline is he (M.G.) should fire Siyabonga before he finds himself in an awkward position.

The people on the boards will be ours, there will be no order, resignations will ensue, bungled decisions will be made, and there will be in-fighting. Look at SAA, SABC to name a few.

We have a strong foot hold in the chaos with regards to Eskom and it’s at level ‘B’, meaning we are using misinformation tactics which are being supplied mainly to the Heads. The companies contracted to build power station are marred by protests, fighting and disagreements with the contractors, because these are big projects there will be International Media coverage which means bad publicity for the ruling party.

Take for example Bokanyo Ntane, who is one of ours, the policies he wrote on Nuclear Security during the 2010 world cup came from the NED Langley office. He last send in files on Nuclear attack of preparedness of SA Nuclear power plants to be built, who is likely to be contracted and a detailed account on SA’s Eskom nuclear power stations.

What I Just explained is only “a tip of the iceberg”, I’m just summarizing, and a detailed account or file will show u how well-crafted this whole thing is and how long it has been running.

NB: This is an Economic Sabotage project and highly sensitive under no circumstance will I go far on this without answers and a commitment from your side.
18-03-2013

The Scorpions were modelled on the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) in the United States, and their initial recruits were trained by the FBI and Scotland Yard. They were in no way going to tow anyone’s line.

When the DSO was dissolved, what happened to the investigators? Some got into private intelligence, corporate intelligence, private security, went out of the country mainly Australia. What happened with the slightly over 50% of the guys who stayed behind? The SAPS swallowed them and made them Hawks. Their name changed but not their modus operandi.

You don’t need to be a rocket scientist to pick up that the cases they are busy with is meant to unsettle people, open up cans of worms and most importantly split the ANC Woman’s League which will in turn affect the main ANC mother body.

Who is going benefit from all this? The Americans!

SA policies from Agriculture to mining, foreign policy, to their stand on Israel are a cause of concern to the USA and their fear is that the ANC is being taken over by Communist Party (SACP).

The point here is that we have dozens and dozens of guys who wanted to leave after the Scorpions was disbanded but remained because we put them on payrolls, opened accounts for them in the States with retirement packages. Most of them were recommended by McCarthy [ex DSO head]. Some we let them move into investigative journalism e.g. Ivor Powell.

Winnie’s case is just another angle.
The troops are in Kigali busy with work pertaining to the first UN offensive. It's only a matter of time before they will be deployed into the DRC. The M23 rebels or should I say forces as they like to be called have been joined by other groups including the one that was trained by the NED. There is also got a crack team from the Botswana Defence force (trained at JF Kennedy Special Forces) which has close to 40 personnel, mainly landmine experts, bomb technicians, para-troopers and political and intelligence advisors who are attached to Stanislas Balyeke office.

There is also a large contingent of MineTech International personnel and all have a background in Guerilla warfare, they have been trained in the Zimbabwe National Army before getting into Private Military, also guys from Dynocorp which mainly include medics and they are all black guys, but definitely not Africans. Based on their accents they could probably be Americans.

Then there is a large group of Namibian-born South African who were trained in Kovoet and the former SADF. Also present there are people with the Blue Sky group and will be handling signals and satellite communications. The Safenet Security Services (OSSI) who will be providing protection when troops are on hold.

The question you have now is, what are we doing here? NED is funding and coordinating logistics, period. While they are using Kigali as the main central command centre there over hundred mainly Military Intelligence personal trained by NED who had escaped your net earlier on in SA and they are mainly in Nyiragongo, Goma, Bakau, Kibumba, Kitchanga, Butembo, Rutshuru, Masisi blending in with locals and doing ground work. The main Military camp would be stationed in in the Virunga National Park.

Adv. Guido Penzhorn
There are indications that this guy is pushed forward by the NED to be appointed as the new Head of SIU.

Penzhorn was recommended by Deputy Chief Justice Moseneke to the NED a few years ago. He is on their payroll but not on day to day and I don’t handle him neither do I have the security clearance to access his file.

If you recall the Intelligence I sent you about 2 months ago on the Judges that work for the NED, Penzhorn’s initials are there. The main plan is to bring in his former colleagues from the Scorpion and start investigating Zuma again, building a case that will eventually nail him and soon after he will be asked to step down. They will also go after Zuma’s extended family as well his close associates. As previously reported the main media houses are owned and are under the control of the NED and they are sitting with explosive intelligence. Now you join the dots.

Whilst this whole operation is being funded by the NED, they are also receiving funding from a certain “CR”. I don’t know who he is (CR) but his names (initials) have been popping up soon after Marikana when he wanted his email to be secured with firewalls.

He must be handled by the top leaders of NED. His file is available but most places are blank meaning high level security clearance.

NB: I will try obtaining back up and solid evidence on this CR character. However I don’t want to end up entangled in the political dynamics. I will also check “CR’s” role in the NED and his timeline.
Transcript

KB: Karl Beck Freedom House

GH: Geoff Hill National Endowment for Democracy

ZV: Zwelinzima Vavi

ZV: Apologies I had to get a new sim card and handset.

KB: Our guys managed to obtain minutes of the meeting between Malusi Gig and things are not looking good for you.

ZV: What did they say.

GH: Not about that but the best will be for you to jump ship now rather later.

ZV: They have to prove me guilty.

KB: We have gone through this before Vavi and we not gonna beat around the bush the time is now, we need you to build structures and be on the ground before elections.

GH: People relate to you, people love you and you will be a pillar in this project. We want you to be the face of this project, Pheles is just there because of Mrs. Obama.

ZV: Let them find me guilty of anything then I will resign, I will have more backing then than I have now.

KB: You are stalling. Malema insisted that he will only come to the party if you come in first.

ZV: That I am aware of, how is his case going?

GH: We are working on having it moved up and handled with one of our own, we don’t have any magistrates in that region. I was actually speaking to Masonekete that he needs to recruit more in that region.

KB: Look here comrade we have it on record that Sizwe NtsalubaGobodo firm will have to find you guilt one way or the other. This is a firm that has grown from getting government contracts there is no way you can come out of this clean, Gigaba is Zuma’s boy and you have been nothing but a stumbling block in the alliance, connect the dots.

ZV: I’m innocent and ..................

GH: Sighing) I was on the phone with Vusi Pikoli and he said resign now with dignity.
ZV: That my dear friends I cannot.

KB: Let us meet for a chat later this week you will be contacted by our dear lady regarding the rendezvous.

GH: I saw your email concerning Lady B, we will discuss it when we meet.

KB: Keep your head down.
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expert from the COSATU President Sidumo Dlamini opening speech delivered in the COSATU CEC held on the 27 - 29 May 2013

The CEC must consider the point, more and more formations of the Civil Society in Africa is become less instruments of the honest battles, and instead it becomes platforms of creating instability in some countries including South Africa. In other countries they are used to effect regime changes in favour of the imperialist forces.

We can look into a number of examples, Iran would have been overthrown, Guatemala in 1954, far back the assassination of Patrice Lumumba of Congo in 1960, the invasion of Cuba, the removal of the Goulart government in Brazil in 1964, the coup d'état in Chile, from 1970-1973. Today we talking about Africa. The United State Project of the Africa Command Centre, is one of the most arrogant display of this, in their execution of their plans, and central feature is the use of funding vehicles, and the use of media, the use of trade unions, as it happened in City of Venezuela. The AFL-CIO in Nicaragua.

In many instances a well crafted electoral intervention plan which involves formation of capable opposition movements, selection and moulding of opposition candidates. The unification of diverse opposition parties and the buying of the media to win propaganda wars, financing of opposition electoral campaigns, the use of international networks to covertly funnel funds to the opposition and ensure regional support for the candidate chosen by the United States led by imperialist forces.

I can say with clear confidence that these are happening facilitated by the CIA linked organisations, I can just say if you want examples of those ones called National Endowment for Democracy (NED) and USAID under the guise of encouraging democracy in countries. The emergence of such organisations, here in our country such as the Democratic Left, the creation of the rival unions such as AMCU and the emerging political movements which project themselves as very militant, very violent maybe part of the agenda of the called African Transformation agenda determined according to the terms that are written in favour of the Western powers.

Question is CEC members, how do we respond to these challenges, and as COSATU, we have said that no weapon has been critical to the working class victory, and unity and solidarity. We have said that central to the task we should undertake is the critical issue of building working class unity at all cost. Our continent more than any other, In the world requires a strong organised, united and a strong trade union movement. Hence the beginning of steady yet clearly worked out, the process of bringing together the various trade union centers in the continent into a very power mighty instrument representing the workers. So the debate the CEC is having is the debate the congress initiated around the WFTU and the ITUC is very critical and look into the internal international balance of forces, but also because we are in Africa we look into one is referring to earlier. So the 50th Anniversary of the OAU reminds us all of the unity in Africa, but for COSATU its own unity, that we must build strong and United African Movement but if we have that task as COSATU, the question is going to be; are we equal the task, the state of our affairs, currently.
expert from the intervention of Fikile Majola

And those who have a good memory will remember what we said at the time. So this is not new. So comrades will remember what happened in the run up to the 11th Congress, in the Political Commission, in the CECs, at the Congress, post Congress leading to the National Bargaining Conference. Now we wish, comrades from DENOSA, we actually wish, we prayed everyday, pray very hard, that the problem we (have) are comrades is, that we are in a permanent paralysis. That’s where the Federation is. So when we in a situation like that something has got to give and is not as if we haven’t thought through the consequences. Some of them can in fact (too) ghastly to contemplate, but we have to resort to them though.

The choice we have, is to pretend there’s no problem and then agree on some process and then the Federation will remain perpetually in a paralysis. We will not be in a position to implement the programme of action decided at Congress or at the last Bargaining Conference, because the Federation is split as we speak. So that’s our dilemma, so what do we do is not as if comrades we are not trying to find the best peaceful way out of this situation. What do we do is not as if comrades we are not trying to find a solution, we do, but that’s our preference. Do we choose to remain in this permanent paralysis and the Federation eats itself up slowly from within because that’s where we are, we are going down slowly that road. This thing has got to be stopped and stop now, there would be serious consequences, but the Federation will rebuild itself. That’s all we stand, is not as if we haven’t thought about implications of this for the Federation and for the entire democratic revolution movement itself, we have over two years, is not just starting from now, over two years. Why is this thing happening in the manner that’s happening, because comrades there’s a problem inside of the Federation and does not only have to do with the comrades sitting here, it has got to do with other forces outside of this boardroom, in this country and outside of this country. We are down one road of paralysis, the Federation will eat itself up, will get finished, unless we make a determination now to save the Federation. Now it’s up to comrades who don’t agree think that saving the Federation is to say peace, peace now, let’s go down this route, let’s see if the Federation will work. We say it will work, something must give and must give now, and that’s the matter on which we say, we must now vote, and comrades must remember because comrades do thinks in public that we don’t do. They go to meetings including the meeting the President referred to, they go to Shop Steward Councils, they say lots of things about the process we’ve agreed it’s an internal process, they mobilise, Shops Stewards of Affiliates on matters that are internal processes of the CEC. So what must we do? So we must sit back, give the other chick, we can’t do that, let’s just underline this thing the GS says, he says in NUMSA conference “from where I stand comrades there will be no basis for unity with this comrade”. What attempt in
the preceding paragraph "some few President and General Secretaries of unions", we don’t know who is been referred to, these will be no unity with these comrades, "they must be identified isolated and crushed". Now that is the leader of the Federation, now when we stand as the lead of a union and say that you’ll crush leaders of your provinces you’re in a deep crisis. How will you lead them if you want to isolate them, identify them and crush them. So how will you lead them. So that’s where we are now comrades and we don’t want to "jika jika" about the problem the Federation is facing, now it is clear it is not all over the place, it is at the place, it is connected to forces outside this boardroom, in this country, outside of this country. Otherwise we would have resolved the problems that we facing. This Federation is quite capable of (with standing) the attack on it, whether is attacks in Marikana or anywhere else, we defend ourselves. We can’t because you are paralysed from the top or because there are connections with people who are outside the Federation, in this country and outside this country and political programmes is been pursued. Now comrades are saying we must fold our arms.
Vavi foe claims anti-ANC conspiracy

South African Transport and Allied Workers Union leader, Zenzo Mahlangu says a plan to 'eliminate' union bosses is aimed at toppling the alliance.

03 May 2013 00:00Charles Molele, Matuma Letsoalo

Zenko Mahlangu says several union leaders now employ bodyguards. (Paul Botes, M&G)

The battle for the control of Cosatu has turned even dirtier. The general secretary of the South African Transport and Allied Workers Union (Satawu), Zenzo Mahlangu, told the Mail & Guardian this week that he feared for his life after receiving death threats.

In an interview, Mahlangu claimed to have evidence that some leaders in Cosatu were working with rival unions to "liquidate" the 2.1-million strong federation with the aim of toppling the ANC-led government in 2019. He said there were already splinter groups shooting off from four Cosatu unions – the South African Transport and Allied Workers' Union (Satawu), the Police and Prisons Civil Rights Union (Popcru), the South African Democratic Teachers Union (Sadtu) and the National Union of Mineworkers (NUM).
Vavi foe claims anti-ANC conspiracy | News | National | Mail & Guardian

He formed a new federation that will be opposed to the ANC and the tripartite alliance. He claimed the new federation would try to topple the ANC by organising a total shutdown in key sectors of the economy.

"We might go the Egypt-style route. They are planning an Arab Spring. They are talking to opposition parties. They are targeting 2019."

He believed the newly formed rival unions had identified him and other Cosatu leaders as an obstacle to achieving their goal of forming the new federation that would take on Cosatu and the ANC. He claimed these union leaders were using tactics such as leaking information to Corruption Watch and other law enforcement agencies to target opponents.

Mahlangu is out on bail after he was arrested earlier this year with two former national office bearers of Satawu, Ezrom Mabyana and Robert Mashego, on charges of theft and fraud amounting to R8-million. Corruption Watch has confirmed it investigated Mahlangu but has dropped the case since the Hawks began an investigation.

"To execute the plan, they must eliminate people who are standing between them and the workers," he said. "I am now being investigated. I had food poisoning in April last year. I have been followed more than five times. I no longer go home every day, for fear of being killed or attacked. In December, four gunmen ransacked my house. They questioned my uncle and the gardener, [asking] 'where is the ANC guy who lives here?'

**Facilitation process**

"We now move with bodyguards wherever we go because we are in danger. The reason we are targeted is because we are obstacles. Last week I was followed for an hour by an unknown assailant. I was forced to go and sleep at the hotel," he said.

Meanwhile, there are claims from within Satawu that Cosatu general secretary Zwelinzima Vavi was working with former Satawu president Ephraim Mphahlele to cast aspersions on the union’s leaders. It is understood that Mphahlele, who has since formed a splinter union, the National Transport Movement, handed over a dossier implicating Mahlangu and others in corruption to Corruption Watch and the Hawks.

Mahlangu said Satawu was planning to raise their unhappiness about the conduct of "some Cosatu leaders" during the recently started "facilitation process" initiated by Cosatu to look at allegations made against Vavi.

Although Mahlangu refused to divulge details, the M&G understands that Satawu is expected to accuse Vavi of interfering in its internal affairs in its submission to the facilitation process. Leaders of the transport union claim that Vavi gatecrashed their meeting last year, at which they were discussing the future of Mphahlele with the intention of saving him from being sacked. The union will also accuse Vavi of providing Corruption Watch with information that seeks to implicate Mahlangu in alleged corruption.
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Mahlangu said he and other leaders were currently visiting provinces to explain his arrest to ordinary members of the union. "A larger portion of Satawu leaders have questions [about the investigations]. There was supposed to be courtesy to say we [Corruption Watch] are investigating you. I expected them to say we must give a presentation. We are not afraid of being investigated."

Internal process

In a statement, Corruption Watch told the M&G that it did receive complaints regarding Satawu leaders but it had not pursued the case because the Hawks were now investigating financial irregularities within the transport union.

Asked to comment about the latest allegations made against him, Vavi said: "Allegations against the general secretary must be submitted to the Cosatu internal process. I don't want to even listen to the allegations in the media when there is an internal process."

Mphahlele, however, denied that he was working closely with Vavi to target Satawu's current senior leaders and leaking information to the Hawks and Corruption Watch. "I vehemently dispute that," he said. "It is a lie. Vavi has never been part of any investigation against Satawu. The information to Corruption Watch was sent by Satawu shop stewards based at SAA.

"With regard to the Hawks case, I was investigating financial irregularities at Satawu. I then hit a snag because I couldn’t get the necessary financial information from Satawu leaders. That’s when I reported the matter to the Hawks."

Mphahlele also denied that he was poaching Satawu’s members, saying people abandoned Satawu because it was not properly servicing its members. He said his union joined the National Council of Trade Unions (Nactu) and that he was unaware of a new federation being formed.

"We’re a proud affiliate of a federation, Nactu. I am a member of the ANC. I have never spoken to anyone from the DA. It is also a lie that I am close to the Cosatu general secretary. That’s a lie. They are trying to vilify Vavi for malicious reasons but that has got nothing to do with me. I'm not close to him and I have never been close to him."
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